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Introduction

Changing the Future
The demands of the market are constantly changing the boundaries of cable technology. Nowhere is the demand for uncompromising quality and leading-edge technology more critical than in the increasingly complex fields of security and alarm
systems and audio/visual applications – that’s why choice, imagination, technical
expertise and exceptional quality are vital.
Belden’s New Generation® range comprises low voltage electronic cables. It includes one of the largest, modern and economical/cost effective selections of reliable
multi-conductor and coaxial products on the market.
Innovations include Belden’s revolutionary Banana Peel® access control composite
cable, Banana Peel® CCTV PTZ (Power, Tilt, Zoom) cable, and Belcoil packaging for
selected cables – all designed for easier and more efficient installation.

Key Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Security systems
Intercom/PA systems
Sound/audio systems
Power-limited controls
Single line telephone
Addressable fire systems
Data circuits
Monitor/detection
Control circuits
Initiating circuits
Notification circuits

• Banana Peel® CCTV Power Tilt Zoom (PTZ) Camera Cable
Many public and private sector buildings today – such as offices, hospitals,
airports, amusement parks, retail establishments, educational facilities, casinos,
sports stadiums, prisons and other places – all have surveillance systems to
monitor visitors and employees. The purpose of these systems is clear – to protect people, to protect the facility and to protect its assets.
CCTV cameras that can swivel and zoom in on particular areas are increasingly
common. Banana Peel® PTZ cables facilitate the most effective camera installation and operation by providing all the video, power, and control cables needed
in one easy-to-use composite cable.
Benefits include:
- High level security
- High-performance monitoring
- Protection of people
- Protection of premises and contents
• New Generation® Fire Resistant, Circuit Integrity Cables
When a fire occurs, there is no time for hesitation and every second counts. It
is critical that fire detection, warning and alarm circuits continue to operate even
under the most extreme conditions of fire, smoke and heat. There is nothing
more important than the safety and evacuation of personnel and the fire alarm
system must not fail.
Belden’s New Generation® range features cables specifically designed for use
during severe fires where a low-smoke, zero-halogen cable is required to maintain circuit integrity. The range includes cables that meet IEC 331 requirements
for circuit integrity applications.
These cables are ideal for fire detection systems, emergency lighting, video
surveillance and public address systems.
Benefits include:
- Fire detection and warning
- High-performance alarm circuits
- Continual operation during severe fires

Special Features
• Banana Peel® Composite Cables
Belden’s (patent pending) Banana Peel® cable technology fixes individual cables
to a center spline or substrate. The individual cables can be easily peeled away
eliminating the need for composite cables with an overall jacket. Banana Peel®
technology is available in access control cables and CCTV PTZ camera cables.
Benefits include:
- Reduced installation time
- Smaller overall diameter
- Easier and more reliable installations – less set-up, pulling and termination
time compared to individual cables
- Quicker identification of individual components
• Banana Peel® Access Control Cables
Belden Banana Peel® access control composite cables enable more cost effective security installations for access control devices such as card readers, retina
scanners and hand-scanning devices. Whether the installation is in a commercial building, hospital, school, university, commercial building or government
facility, Banana Peel® access control cables are designed to bring a whole new
level of ease and convenience to the workplace.

Availability
Many of these are available off the shelf from distributors. If you have a new or
unusual application or you cannot find a New Generation® cable in this catalog
section that meets your technical requirements, see our U.S. Master Catalog or
contact technical support at +31-77-3875-414 or techsupport.venlo@belden.com.

Corresponding Literature
Product Bulletins
NP193: Belcoil packaging
NP199: Banana Peel® access control composite cables, jacketless
NP206: UTP composite cables for CCTV camera applications
NP216: Banana Peel® PTZ composite cables for CCTV camera applications

Benefits include:
- Cost effective security
- Ease and convenience of installation
- Reliable day to day use
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